Camille Meyer and Marek Hudon are granted a “Best Paper” recognition by the Scientific Committee of the 2014 Academy of Management Conference

Camille Meyer is a FRESH-FNRS PhD student at Centre for European Research in Microfinance (CERMi, CEB; ULB). Marek Hudon is a Professor at SBS-EM (ULB) and is co-director of CERMi. Their joint paper "Microfinance and common goods: A Study of Brazilian Community Development Banks" has been judged by the reviewers of the 2014 Academy of Management Conference to be one of the best accepted papers in their program.

The annual Academy of Management Conference is the worldwide leading scientific meeting in management sciences. It typically gathers over 10,000 participants from all continents. This year, the meeting will take place in August in Philadelphia (USA).

Only few accepted papers are selected for publication in the “Best Paper Proceedings”. The paper written by Camille Meyer and Marek Hudon will appear in the 2014 edition.

Congratulations to the ULB researchers for this remarkable achievement!